Question One (1 Mark)
1 mark for identifying the correct phrase
‘ground breaking discovery revolutionised science’

Question Two (1 Mark)
1 mark for reference to Darwin’s family being intelligent
E.g. The people born before Darwin in his family were also scientists and were very clever.

Question Three (1 Mark)
1 mark for referring to Darwin being uncertain
E.g. Darwin was unsure that he wanted to be a vicar

Question Four (1 Mark)
1 mark for circling the correct answer
important

Question Five (1 Mark)
1 mark for the correct antonym
vast
Question Six (1 Mark)
1 mark for circling the correct answer
closely

Question 7 (1 Mark)
1 mark for circling the correct answer
‘His theory was undeniable.’

Question 8 (1 Mark)
1 mark for either of the following:
- He was fully aware that they would have monumental religious implications
- (They would) ‘arouse a great deal of intense controversy’.
- (Darwin knew that his book) ‘may be met with ridicule’.